
Bitters are the spice rack of cocktail making with the ability to heighten certain flavors in spirits and mixers, 
while also softening others. They have the power to bring disparate flavors into harmony. The Bitter 
Housewife makes all natural, small batch bitters in our Portland facility by hand. 

Old Fashioned Aromatic – BHWAB100

Our signature flavor designed specifically to enhance an Old Fashioned with subtle fruit and 
well rounded baking spices. SRP $14.99

Bull Run Barrel Aged – BHWBR100

A marriage of Bull Run Distilling Company’s American Whiskey and our classic Aromatic 
recipe aged in well-seasoned barrels, these bitters are a rich, smooth compliment to your 
favorite whiskey. SRP $17.99

Orange – BHWOR100

A classic bitters that adds brightness to an Old Fashioned or Manhattan, but with a touch of 
Earl Grey Tea for a lightly floral note that pairs well with summer spritzers and citrus based 
cocktails. SRP $14.99

Grapefruit – BHWGF100

A bright, slightly floral bitters packed full of fresh grapefruit flavor. Use it to add new life to a 
classic gin and tonic or pair it with an aperitif like Lillet, St. Germain, or sparkling wine. 
SRP $14.99

Lime Coriander – BHWLC100

These bright and zesty bitters are packed full of fresh lime zest and highlighted with a 
subtle note of coriander. An obvious win for a gin and tonic, but also a great addition to a 
daiquiri, margarita or even a martini. SRP $14.99

Cardamom – BHWCB100
Named 2018 Product of the Year by the Specialty Food 
Association. Our most popular flavor because of its 
versatility, pairing equally well with sweeter fruit based 
drinks or a smoky scotch. SRP $14.99 

100 ml unit dimensions: 1.125 in x 2.625 in x 5.375 in 
100 ml 12 pk case dimensions:  5.75 in x 5.75 in x 8.8 in
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Classic Bitters Kit– CKABCBOR

We’ve put together our three most popular and versatile cocktail 
bitters in this fun gift kit – Cardamom Bitters, Old Fashioned  
Aromatic Bitters, and Orange Bitters. The back features a recipe 
for a classic Old Fashioned and we’ve included three more recipes 
inside, one for each of the flavors. Each kit contains three 50ml 
mini-bottles of bitters. 

Perfect for the home bartender and classic cocktail lover, or when 
you simply can’t decide which flavor to bring home. SRP $24.99

Old Fashioned Kit – CKABDM

Even the simplest of cocktails stand out when they’re made with the 
best ingredients. Our rich Demerara Syrup and Old Fashioned  
Aromatic Bitters make the perfect base for your favorite whiskey. Just 
add a large ice cube and an orange twist. 

Each kit contains one 50ml bottle of bitters and one 100ml bottle of 
syrup. SRP $24.99
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